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A local family business established in 1985,
DW Fencing has grown from strength to strength
over the years, supplying customers with fencing,
gates, sheds and decking across Wirral and beyond

Burns Afternoon at Abbeyfield

Within the last 2 years we have received Pride in the
Job quality awards with Watkin Jones and Sons –
one of the most successful and respected names
in the building industry
We also offer an online service for fence panels,
timer posts, rails, concrete base panels, Indian stone,
patio flags, various gravels, decking and sleepers.
Residents and their guests at Lear House in West Kirby celebrated
Burns Afternoon the traditional way on 25 January. Two pipers piped in
the haggis accompanied by Archie Peat who read the Address to a
Haggis written by Robert Burns. Everyone was given a wee dram to
toast the haggis and the pipers played again.
Everyone then enjoyed a plate of haggis, neeps and tatties followed by
tea and coffee and shortbread.
The residents were joined in their celebration by family members,
friends and staff as well as the Mayor and Mayoress of Wirral.
More information about the Society can be found on their
website www.abbeyfieldwestkirby.co.uk and Facebook page
www.facebook.com/abbeyfieldhoylake/

Local runners’ shirt appeal

Telephone: 0151 357 1278
DW Fencing, Merseyton Road, Portside North Docks, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral CH65 2HQ

www.dwfencing.co.uk
Members of local running club, Pensby Runners, are donating over 100
long and short sleeved running tops to Wirral’s needy. This club initiative
aims to donate new, mostly unworn, shirts to the Charles Thompson’s
Mission in Birkenhead for onward distribution to anyone who may need
them within the borough.
Chairman, Roy Fisher, said: “Over the years, our runners tend to
accumulate numerous commemorative race shirts. It becomes
difficult to actually wear them all, and even storage can become a
problem. Under our scheme, everyone’s a winner – we declutter our
wardrobes and hopefully, others will receive some benefit.”
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